The Internet has had a profound impact on scientific publishing, providing almost instantaneous access to scientific articles and reviews. Identifying a non-Internet resource that supplants it is an uncommon incident; here, Experimental and Applied Immunotherapy, edited by Medin and Fowler and written by experts in the field, has succeeded by providing the reader with a single resource that offers a comprehensive review of the complexities of immunotherapy, from basic research to its clinical application for the treatment of cancer.
A pragmatic preface recognizes that for cancer immunotherapy, the translation of major advances in basic research into clinical practice has been challenged due to the inherent complexities of the immune system, intense regulatory requirements and a commercial reluctance by the pharmaceutical industry to invest.
The book is organized into five parts, starting with a comprehensive introductory account of the current state-of-theart in adoptive T-cell therapy. The authors appropriately describe the application of adoptive T-cell therapy against viral and nonviral antigens, with an excellent overview of recent advances in T-cell engineering. In Part 2, focused reviews on non-T-cell therapeutic approaches in cancer immunotherapy, including the role of B lymphocytes, monoclonal antibodies, natural killer cells, dendritic cell-based vaccine and mesenchymal stem cells, provide the reader with a summary of recent advances in basic and translational research in the field and an update on the current state of clinical trials using cellular products. Part 3 provides a broad synopsis of therapeutic approaches employing T cells, including an excellent chapter on the use of T-cell engineering for cell transfer approaches. Part 4 focusing on non-cellular aspects of cancer immunotherapy, not only describes the role of immunomodulatory cytokines and associated factors involved in the immune response to cancer but also nicely lays out the basis for the use of combination therapies to improve the success of cancer immunotherapy. Part 5 goes back to hematopoietic stem cell transplantation and offers a thorough review of the converging themes in allogeneic and autologous transplantation. Overall, the chapters are remarkably up-to-date; as an example, the sections on the combination of cancer vaccines with other modalities present a very accurate account of the progress seen in recent years.
In my opinion, this book succeeds in providing the reader with a solid background on a topic as complex as immunotherapy. Each part is well structured, with a comprehensive overview followed by an extensive discussion on specific topics. Given the complexities of the subject, the authors are to be congratulated on producing such an outstanding resource for anyone interested in cancer immunology and its clinical application.
